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Law and the--NewTechnology:
Making the World Scife for Life
by Professor Harold P. Green'
The problem of environmental quality is easy to
define, but solutions are difficult to find. In the past
fifty years or so there has been a fantastic scientific
and technological explosion which has provided man
with the opportunity to obtain many highly desirable
benefits: faster transportation and communlcation,
amelioration of 'illness, new weapon capabilities for the
national defense, greater comforts, more and better
necessities and amenities, of life, etc. It does not-
overstate the matter to characterize what has happened
as a technological revolution unprecedented in man's
history. In this century, for example, we have moved
primitive radio and telephone to color television and
communications satellites; from primitive automobiles
to supersonic aircraft and space exploration; from
simple adding machines to giant computers; from
"around the world in 80 days" to "to the moon in 80
hours." We have received the blessings of these new
technologies eagerly and enthusiastically.
But many of these new technologies have brought
with them hazards and burdens, some of which are
drastically affecting the quality of the environment in
which we live. In some respects these hazards and
burdens are as revolutionary as the benefits. Here is a
simple test of the validity of that proposition. Let your
imagination roam freely: how much damage could a
single evil or demented person have inflicted on society
in a single act only 30 years ago? How much today?~
How much 50 years hence?
-. Effects are not Immediate
What is therein our social, leqal, and governmental'
institutions that permits us as a people to invest in and
develop technologies! which bring us to the point of]
societal suicide? The basic difficulty is that the adverse
o environmental consequences are, usually not apparent-
or even imagined· and the 'time and point at which,'
decisions to exploit the technology are made.
Typically it is not until many years after-the
technology is introduced that, an awareness' of its
hazards develops. EV,enthen the hazards are usually of
a speculative or debatable nature. This is so because of
the very nature of the environmental pollutants: they
do not produce immediate, dramatic, or obvious
damage; rather their effects are' subtle, creeping, and
latent, and usually become manifest only many years
or even generations later.
Vested Interests
By that time it is usually difficult to isolate a single
factor as the cause. And even where'the cause becomes
suspect, vested interests and even objective experts,
argue as to whether the benefits of the causal
technology outweigh the risks. Finally, where action is
taken to minimize or control the hazards, it is difficult
(from the legal, political and even the equitable
standpoint) to kill a beneficial technology. Instead, the
regulatory mechanism usually compromises and seeks
to reconcile benefits and risks in a manner which will
permit the public to continue its enjoyment of the
former without too much of the latter.
Role of the Legal System .
What can the legal system and lawyers do about this
problem? The legal, system' cannot play an effective
role inthe absence of a satisfactory data base which
can be used as evidence. Even where scientist provide
the lawyers with such data, the obstacles are enormous
primarily because it is difficult in most cases to
demonstrate injury, and even more difficult to
,demonstrate the causal link between the alleged
environmental insult and the injury._
Still, there may be an important role forlitigation.
Indeed, there are some attorneys today who seek to
defend the environment under' the slogan "Sue the
bastards." In my opinion, although they may have won
some fringe victories, they have not reached the heart
of the problem. Indeed, indiscriminate litigation may
be counter-productive, especially if conducted without
an adequate evidentiary data base, since it creates the
likelihood of negative decisions which will create
undesirable judicial precedents.
Vested Interests the Federal Government
m . by Sen. Gaylord Nelson @~
. -\ .
fn his recent State of the Union address to the
These difficulties are exacerbated by the role of Congress, the President pointed out that the
theFederal Government. Since World War II, and 1970's will be a period when concern for the
especially since Sputnik, there has been a massive environment may well become the major concern
commitment of the part of the Government to support of the decade.
scientific research and development in order to bring He warned that, uriless something is done, the
the benefits of technologicaladvance to the American
public as speedily as feasible. Many such President who delivers the 1980 State of the
technologieshave, will have, or may have a substantial Union may ,look back on adecadeinwhich "70
impact on our environment. Consider" for example, per cent of our people lived in metropolitan areas
biological and' chemical y,'arfareagents; atomic energy" choked by traffic, suffocated by smog, poisoned
the 'supersonictransport,weather modification; Such ~~~~%by water, deafened by noise.. ..." ... '\ .,' , m
government support"·facilitates the, extremely "Tapicf, ':[1 in":his speech, the'Pr'esidentSald, the ,!~@
development-and 'introductil)O'of the technology, n environment was second only 'to, peace as the H
. largely free of market and legal, restraints, in a manner jf~most important issue facing this,co!Jntry. By ~\§
which leapfrogs experience. t~placing the prestige of his office behind the drive%~~~
Government Rationalizations, r~for a clean environment, he gave important~I
True, the potential environmental consequences are> r~recognition to what is a very rapidly growing~~I
carefully considered, but the end-oriented ,government 1~~issue. ~~
agencies and their industrial contractors (both of ~t~ A few days before the President's address, I :~~~
whom have substantial vested interests in the [tj offered to the Senate an agenda of proposals for $
technology) balance risks against benefits through a @~~ the 1970's that is Possible and necessary if we are _M
peculiar form of logic which goes something like this: ::r going to preserve 'and stop the destruction of our m
(1) The hazards are not as serious as might appearjat ~t1national resources. H
leastthere has been rio demonstration that they will r~ The proposed agenda includes:t[
indeed be harmful. (2) Even if there may be some l~ *Adoption of a constitutionalamendmen't" $
, hazard or inconvenience to the public, this may be f~:"which will recognize and protect the inalienable m
"tolerable" or "acceptable" in view of the enormous It right of every person to a decent environment:' @
benefits the public will receive from use of the :I1 *Acting immediately by moving against the II::::~ - . - :~:~
(See GREEN, p.11) :t~ (See NELSON, p. 11) m
~If~:;:~~;:;:~:;:~:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;:;::~~::::;::;:;:::;=;=:=;=;:;:;:;:;:::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:;::;::;:;::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::*::::~:::~:::::::~~~~~::::t~i
SOUP'S Hearingat--FTC
Offers Hope to Consumers
by, James Coleman .
ON THURSDAY, February to intervene into. No decree or evidenced by group chuckles
'5, SOUP, Inc, (GW's famed complaint has as yet been issued. from the hearing room packed
organization of five law students Chairman Weinburgerof the FTC with FTC Attorneys, there is
opposing unfairness) had its suggested that the students had presented a stumbling block.
hearing before the Federal Trade- the right at this time to offer out
Commission. The students feel written suggestions and
that the Commission hould ' comments.
utilize more stringent penalties Soup's Spokemen at the
than the proposed consent' hearing, Gregory Ball,' Aaron
decree being negotiated for Handelman, and Peter Meyer
Q:llnpbell'sSoup ,Co. Campbell's _ argued that a hearing would
Soup despite its wholesome allow for a disclosure of
image has' been borrowing information from QlmpbeII's and
marbles from the ~I's kids for a right to present oral
to "beef" up soup 'ingredients argument on the merits with the
in advertisements. opportunity to offer witnesses
The hearing did "not get to and cross-examination.
the merits of this advertising Commissioner Elman aided
issue, however. It was restricted Soup with several comments
to the discussion. of Soup's right that highlight the dilemma of
to intervene as a consumer group bureaucracy
in the current proceedings. If it was premature now for
The main problem Soup the .students to intervene and if
faced was that the Chairmen felt it would be too late once -tt)e
that there was nothing for them decree was signed then, as
Neither Soup nor the General
Counsel really got an
opportunity to present- its
argument. The five,
Comrnlssioners kept them busy
with a series of overlapping
questions. Yet, whether they,
feel successful or not the Soup
Group did score a victory.
Whether' they are allowed to
intervene or not, they got
further than others have in
attacking the sluggish protection
offered to consumers by the
FTC.
After the argument Souj)ers
were congratulated by several
FTC Attorneys. "I really hope
you guys win", said one.
OnSafewayand,Welfare--..;...----------
Enforcing Economic Rights
by Frank Krueger, Jr.
"The Voting Rights Bill was
signed on August 6, 1965.
Although further federal
legislation would be needed, this
,bill and the Civil Rights Act of
1964 represented a major
advance in the legal protection
of Negro rights. However, the
new laws did little to help the
plight of millions of blacks in
the ghettos of the great northern
cities. They were herd down, not
by segregation laws or voting
discrimination but by a more
subtle yet powerful ... economic
discrimination. "(Coretta Scott
King, "My Life With Martin
Luther King,Jr.," p. 270.)
It was with this passage in
mind that Stephen Swift, Bill
Whittemore, Bill Brummett and
I chose our major clinical project
in Professor John Banzhaf's class
in Unfair Trade:' to investigate
the charge that Safewa'? Stores
in the District of Columbia raise
their prices on the first. of each
month to reflect the
disbursement of welfare checks.
Stephen Swift, the chairman of
our group, shops in D.C.
Safeways and had observed that
some prices were indeed
. escalating on the first of the
month.
After research at the D.C.
Department of Public Welfare
we were able to focus on twelve
Safeway stores located in the 5(b) of the Federal Trade
heart of D.C.'s "welfare belt." CommissionAct.
We collected prices from these Safeway stores, we alleged,
stores over a two and one-half by using the "goori will" of
month period. Most prices, like su permarkets established
those in the nation as a whole, elsewhere in the metropolitan
were going up and staying there, area hold themselves out to D.C.
rather than going up in the residents as reputable retail
beginning of the month and grocery stores whose prices are
coming back downas the month controlled by bona fide market
dragged on; We felt the latter conditions but by the
event would be conclusive disbursement of welfare checks,
e v ide n c e that Sa few a y they would shop elsewhere.
management was welfare We filed with the FTC just
check-conscious. However, seven before the Holidays. We have yet first of the month exists not ,Code to be distributed in the
or eight items (we collected to hear anything in reply, only with D.C. Safeway stores, following manner: one-fourthof
prices on about forty) were, notwithstanding that the but' with every merchant in the all checks for each month within
indeed, going up and coming statuto ry time for the D.C. ghetto. In addition, not each state, territory and the
back down. Thus we felt Commission to reply has already only are welfare checks District of Columbia would be
justified in going ahead with our run. If the FTC finds it in the distributed on the first of the mailed the first week, one-fourth
plan for an FTC complaint. public interest to conduct an month; but all other qovernrnent .. the second week .. and so on
There are primarily two types investigation, it may ultimately checks are distributed, 'inlik~~ throuqhoutthe entire 'month.
of jurisdiction exercised by the issue a cease and desist order, , manner: This includes 'all Further, each quarterly monthly
FTC: an t i - t r u s tan d which is the only effective legal veterans'; unemployment, Social mailing, would be distributed
anti-deception. Two counts1of enforcement tool available to ' Security' and 9,overnment evenly throughout the entire
our complaint alleged anti-trust the FTC. This, however, imposes retirement checks. ,As a: result state, territory and=.District of
vi 0 Ia t ion s and a third no retroactive sanctions, but Mike Causey of the "Washington Columbia.'" "
anti-deception. We alleged, first, merely prohibits future Post" estimates that, last year CongresswolTlil'" Shirley
that Saf ewav exercises 'a repetition of conduct against 'over 50,000 government 'checks 'Chisholm '(D:,N.Y:fhas assured
monopoly in most areas of D.C. , which it is .alrned. This, along were stolen. It seems that' mail "me that she will introduce our
and hence their pricing policies with the poor follow-up at the theives as well as D.C..merchants bill in, the House this session.
violate Section 2 of the Sherman FTC convinced me that the are aware of government' Over 'on· the Senate side of
Act. Second, we alleged that ultimate remedy lay elsewhere. disbursement practices. Capitol Hill, Joe Tydings (D.,
Safeway may be combining with The practice of issuing Consequently, our group Md.) has forwarded the bill to
.Giant and other food chains to welfare checks on the first of the drafted ~ a bill which would the Senate District Committee
raise prices on the first of the month is not only local, but is require all checks distributed for study on the plausibility of
month, and hence are engaged in done virtually throughout the containing any federal, money imp I e men tin g s u c h a
price fixing. Finally, we alleged entire nation'. Thus the authorized under the 'general, check-disbursement plan in D.C.





'District's Lav« Stu'dents' ',',
Aid Washingfonltidigenfs
by Charles Dunn
schools, itIs an unusual situation where.
an undergraduate law student can take a
course elsewhere. One such situation
might be where the course is not offered
here and is of concern to the student;
another, where there is an extraordinary
visiting professor (such as former Justice
Abe Fortas' seminar at American - for
which American U. was kind enough to
offer one class seat for a GW law
student).
Presumably, it would be run like the
summer school exchange program where
students may, with the Dean's approval,
take courses at other law schools and'
receive credit with a grade of C or
better. This would differ from the
present exchange program within GW
where a law student may, with the
Dean's approval, take six credit hours of
any "Iaw-related" courses in a different
discipline but must attain a grade of B
to receive law school credit.
Participation in the Consortium has
not been encouraged' because it is felt
by Georgetown and GW that, because
they have the most courses and the best
professors, they will suffer the greatest
influx of students and this will decrease
the accessibility of professors to their
own students, will possibly lower the
quality of classroom discussions, will
The two graduate law schools in the diminish the status of a GW law degree
area - GW and Georgetown - are formal and will increase administrative burdens.
participants and graduate law students While it is now possible for a 2nd or
are allowed, with the Dean's approval, 3rd year. student (with a very good '
to take six credit houts of courses which reason) to take a Fall or Spring semester
are usually not offered at their school course at another school, this
and with the stipulation that a class opportunity has not been made known
limit will not be exceeded. About ten to the students (the bulletin advertises it
per cent' of LLM degree candidates only for LLM degree condidates).
presently take advantage of the Another difficulty is 'that the five area'
exchange program and may register for law schools do not exchange copies of
the course while they register here. courses offered and class schedules for /
Since GW offers more of a variety of . - student perusal during or prior to
courses than the other four area law registration.
The Consortlum: of·. Universities" ,
chartered in 1964 and incorporated in
,1966, is a full-time agency designed to
co-ordinate study and research among
Greoge Washington, Georgetown,
Howard, , Catholic and American
Universities and to channel their
resources inrespondinq to the needs of
the community. Programs are derived
from ( and usually funded under) the
Higher Education Act, the State
Technical Act and the Urban
Transportation Center; they are
addressed to the' problems of
employment, housing, poverty,
education, youth opportunity, crime,
transportation, and urban development.
,Although there have been proposals
to include the five area law schools as
formal participants, none has been
adopted. The primary objective of
participation by the five law schools
would be to prevent the duplication of
specialized courses of study ( such as
GW's Urban Law Institute and
Government Contracts Program) and to
co-ordinate certain credit activities
programs (such as the Students-
In-Court Program - now the only
undergraduate law program formally
run through the Consortium).
by Charles Dunn
, The-; one law school Consortiumout~of-court negotiations and a sense' of
'project is the Students In Court professional responsibility by actually
program which was designed to give competing in the adversary system and
. (indigents some "equal justice" in by facing the only real ethical problems
landlord-tenant and small claims cases - those involved in representing a client.
by allowing third year students to Students in the first and second
represent the poor in and out of court. years who might be interested in the
When the program was started, 90% 'program, especially, in volunteering
of the plaintiffs in General Sessions' some assistance to the students in court,
Small Claims Branch had counsel while are urged to contact the L~I Aid
only 1.6% of the defendants were director' or Kent Carlson (Rm 400,
represented. Also, some 13 jurisdictions Bacon). '
around the country' then permitted
some type of law student representation •••••••••••• .,
in court. • •
, The program Is -;organized: so that .: ' • •
each' of the five area 'law schools will ., •
provide seven third year students who • •
are informally guided by a professor. WE'NEED ADS •
from each school (Prof. carlson at GW)
and formally supervised by two. •
full-time attorneys.. •
The program was initially funded by • •
a Legal Education Foundation in N. Y. • •
and the local Meyer Foundation which
pay for the attorneys, a library, two • •
secretaries, - office overhead, and' a • •
subsistence allowance for five students • •
who work full time in theprograrn • •
during the summer: Future funding is • •
uncertain.
The students receive two credits on a • •
pass-fail basis for each semester's work. •
and are expected to put in. •
approximately ten hrs per week • I
representing clients, researching their • We pay a 15% commission •
case and receiving seminar-type •
instruction from the two supervising • to any student who solicits
attorneys. Continuity of representation • •
is provided by the,5 full-time summer. an ad for the Advocate. •
students (one from each school) who, • Call Dave Bantleon at •
while paid a small amount, receive no • I
credit. • 965.2862 for information. •
It is hoped that the students in the
program will develop technical skills in • •
handling courtroom procedures and ••••••••••••• l
Governmental Bureaucracy
Plagues' Environmentalists
.by Sen. Edmund S. Muskie \
Few Federal programs and executive agencies'
have . undergone the constant change ina
relatively short period of time which has marked
the Federal effort to control air~water and land
pollution,'. And few Federal "wars" ~re'-being
fought with as much room for improvement in
effectiveness and efficiency. . .
. Without a thorough reorganization of the'
executive branch, the pursuit of environmental
quality will never achieve a pre-eminent position
in the Federal government. And if policies for
the protection and enhancement of the
environment do not dominate in the future we
will never be able to correct the mistakes of' the
/
past. .
I am not the first to note the way in which
pollution control and abatement protection




the manpower to deal .with one of the And much of this anti-pollutlon
fundamental and insidious threats of our: society. activity has been going on for
There are those who favor the creation of a quite some time.
Department of Natural Resources or a Ee cited as an example the
Department' of Conservation to handle such steel industries. They have been'
functions .. Whatever the merits of such a .working on ways of curbing
department to serve other purposes, such a move' their particular forms of
for thesepiJrposes would be a mistake for several pollution for fifty years with
important reasons. ..J very little public notice or
First, it would ignorv the fact that our attention.
.environmental protection problem involves One of the major problems
competition in the use of . resources-a The tottowinq is an for industry according to Mr;
competition which exists today in the I T
Department of the Interior and would exist in .Advocate interview by Robert russell, is the constant
any department which must develop resources "Bradywith Mr. DouglasTrussell, ,development of new products.
for public use.' " Assistant Vice-Presidentof the These new products often
TheDepartment 6f Transportation is not the Ne tionetr-Associetlon of develop new forms of pollution
, Manufact' with which' the industry must
agency'" to determine air pollution control urers. then contend.
.requirements for the transportation industry. NAM is composed of about Another major factor in the
The Atomic Energy Commission is not the' pollution problem, I'S finances,bli h 1400 member companies whichagency .to.resta IS water pollution control . The large industrles are capable.. f encompass!:!s about
requirements or. nuclear power plants, The h of developing devices to stophl h t ree-quarters of this country's
agency w IC I sets environmental quality f . pollution, but for the sm IId manu acturing capacity. The
stan ards must have only one goal: protection of in f . . firms the prlce of plantrnam unction of NAM is one of
this and future generations against changes in the her i . d renovation I'S .sornetlmes moreI ' gat ermg in ustry-related
natura environment which adversely affect the . f . ' d than they can bear financlallv,10 ormation an passing it on to
quality of life, both its members and to, Time, Mr. Trussell added, is
The problem of environmental pollution will Congress. on the side of tile environment:
not be solved by picking. up the rhetoric of The organization itself has rio For all newly built factories are /
anti·pollution concerns and then assigning the I . . I ,.:be I' n g e q u " p p ed WI' t hI aetua power; It mere y acts as
controof pollution to those responsible for the spokesman for the viewpoints of. anti-pollution . devices ,and -the
.support or promotion of activities which may' b The oollcl old factories are' rapidly
result in pollution. r Its mem ers. e pollcies of the
organization are set forth in:a disappearing'. These old plants
Protection Not Conservation booklet called Official Policy seem to be a large part of the
. Second, we must recognize that Positions. It devotes a section to problem for it is often'
environmental protection is not the same as the question of pollution ad the mechanically or financially'
conservation, although sound conservation environment, All the viewpoints unfeasible to equip these places
practices should enhance the enrivonment. For are. formulated by committees with anti-pollution devices.
..example,' some conservation projects developed made 'up c of hiqh-rankinq Industry and' President Nixon
For example, the F:ederal Water Pollution • andpromoted by the Soil Conservation Service, representatives of the have become acutely aware of
Control Administration .is housed in the the Bureau of Reclamation or the Corps of member-companies. It is hoped the problem, Many industries
Department of the lnterlor., The Alr,.Pollutlon..'; Engineers;' are _not consistent ,with .broader :that all the members do share a h have created a new position: in
Control Administration is part of theConsume'r - societai":;'elfds~iarla' tHe quality"ot I'ile: Our~ D"elief in' these' positions.theirfirins such as "plant
Protection and Envirqnlll.l,!ntal Health'Services conservation .projects in South-Central Florida, However,·NAM has no control coordlnator,", .:"environmental
Program in the Depa~tmentbf~Health; Education 7" for instan~e,., have,' seriously' threatened the;-,overthe,companiesand' Cannot director",e.tc: 'These men are
and Welfare"along.with the Environmental ecology ofthe Everglades. . force the implementation of highly skilled professionals'
Control-Adrrilnistratlcn. .,,: ' .,: _., • F.i11atl:V,,:,.;the " ~tac;ljtjonal ~ concerns.> .ot.these gQal.s;, _. _. > , '. ..•. ,~p~ci.ally trained to try and ~ure
Such pr~liferatiori ota~tivitiesand oV~r1apof conservation activities have been too closely" . - 'AcCording 'fo' Mr. Trussell-: industiy's- pollul;6ncproblE!ms.
responsibilities are not unique to environmental identified with the protection of natural industry in no way defends or - They deal primarily with the air
protection programs in the Federal government.. resourcessep?rated from the population centers. excuses the pollution that 'it and the water around their'
But, increasingly, such proliferation and overlap' Our primary concern must be man livhere he' lives,' 'causes;lt is the concern of'every,·, particular-plants .... · ,.' .
are intolerable because of their adverse effects on .andthe interrelationship between the natural manufacturer that the pollution Concerning 'more legislation
our efforts to improve the environment; environment and his man-made environments. . problem be solved quickly and to curb pollution, Mr. Trussell
, Environmental Watchdog An independent agency, charged with effiCiently. He does feel that feels that. this is unnecessary ..
responsibility for developing and inplementing industry has received a great deal. According to him, the Water
The time has' come for us to create an Fed~ral environmental quality standards, of unfair criticism.· Quality Act of 1965 and the Air
independent, 'watchdogagency,toexercise the supporting. basic research on problelJ1s"\of He contends that since Q_yality Act of 1967 are
regulatory fu'\'lction's associated with environme'ntal quality,'stimulating and industrial pollution is merely the sufficient to handle the problem.
environmental proteCtion. Bureau's, divisions and ' supporting research on control techniques, and. most noticeable form of These pieces of legislation
administrations 1-!0uSedin separate departments pr~vidin9 technical assistance to State, interstate pollution, it is the, most readily should provide the mechanism
cannot marshal the resources required to combat and local agencies, would reflect the national attacked. Industry has devoted a' for a major clean-up:
the interlocking assaults.on our air, water' and , commitment· we need if we are 'to avoid' great deal of time and effort in Any more legislation would
land resourCeS. They nave ,neither the status· nor ecological disaster. . solving . its pollution problem. only confuse the issue according:International legal Journcil Qffers :::::~':;£::::h::2
I
_clean-up operation. Industry,'
Va ua b Iel nfo rmat i6 no n Econ0ri1ics ;~C~I~~te~s~t~~~~I;n~~ :~: ~~'.
by Steven Bechtel recruited not on the basis of clean uj) its own pollution.
and John A. Dugger Distribution Unfeasible academic standing, but on that fully occupied with .the. Industry definitely is more
The -"Journal of Law and expanding domestic law concerned and has done much
Th J
of . editorial ability, initiative, problems,· and have inadequate h h bl' k B
Economic Development", now . e:'" ournal is widely and relative cohtributionto the moret ant epu IC nows. ut
'entering its fourth year of disseminatedandknownoutside I I resources .to de~ote to it has to do much more. Forega research, writing, and, . I
publication,. was established in the Law School, but it is less Internatlona legal affairs. despite increased efforts on theproduction effort required to .
1966 with the assistance of the known within. This is due to the b I' h Facing the Demand part of industry, the pollutionpu IS a legal periodical.
John Foster Dulles Fund for fact that it is a relatively new Candidates prove their 'talent" problem has increased. If one
International Legal Studies. It is publication, with a budget of and their willingness to serve With the rapid increase in the reads NAM's "Official Policy
published twice a year by a onl,Y one·fourth that of the Law during a trial period of working vO'lume and speed of Position", the words of
student bo~rd of editors and Review, and it has not been with members of the editorial international communications commitment are there in black
"now circulates to approximately possible to distribute copies to staff, and are afforded an there comes a corresponding and white. And Mr. Trussell
'thirty foreign countries and to all law students. The Law School increase in international political reassures us that these are the
h
. I f' opportunity to, publish their and economic relations. f r f" .. f h'
over two hundred domestic as wIse y seem It. not to .own work -and receive credit. ee Ings oa majority 0 t e
'subscribers, Articles deal with i m po se ,m are than one . Growth Anticipated Transnational investment has members.
international law, compartive involuntary subscription to, a George Washington is one of never increased so rapidly. The But pollution grows and
law, and legal aspects of scholarly publication upon its about a dozen law schools with scope flaw governin'g grows and before we can really
international development, and students, but with a substantial . international political and believe that this is how the 1400
f h d b International law journals. business matters is likewise b f NAMare written both by lawyers and part 0 t e, stu ent ody Another example is Georgetown or so mem ers 0 feel, we
,other professional specialists in interested in international law, aU' expanding exponentially, and . have to see some results. Time ismversity Law Center's recent .
international in international choice between the two distribution of the first issue of authoritative periodicals dealing not on our side, we are steadily
legal matters. Many authors are periodicals might b~ appropriate 'L with international law and losing more of our environment, aw and Policy in Internationalforeign. Book reviews by in the future. economic development will be daily. And the committmentBusiness," Continuing growth of' , .
qualified reviewers are included, ~ increaSingly in demand. This exhibited by NAM has to beEd' I C d'd T' ed international law 'J'ournals is ·to L .as well as student comments and Itoria an I ates est aw School will be able to meet much stronger than t presently is
case notes.
be anticipated, particularly as such it demand through the or the problem will n'ever be
The Journal'.s,editori(jl staff is' I . haw reviews ave their pages "Journal". solved.
wardens and prison guards for the ACLU from deserved
brutality. criticism. These lawyers, in turn,
The history, of the enjoy and encourage (if,
Section's'use of these criminal notinfluence) limited exposure.
I was par tic u Ia r Iy statutes was written as a Law Many of these same lawyers
impressed with the articles on Review article by myself and work for big corporations and
Prisons and Police Brutality. another attorney on, my staff, aid corporate business' practices
Stuart Schuman's article on - and it was presented to G.W. which are the direct cause of the.
Poiice Brutality discussing the Law, School-because I am a deteriorating environment. In
use of 42 USC 1983 was very graduate of the Class of 1932. fact, the lawyer is the essential
good; as one who has spent You. can imagine my link inthis corporate world.
.many years in . the eourts-l disappointment- when' it was If one is serious about
realize how little help civil returned by Professor Seidelson, cleaning up the environment, the
remedies are to those who are the faculty advisor of the Law pollutors' lawyers will have to be
the usual victims of Police' Journal who explained to me . criticized. They are the ones
brutality.... .that the subject· was 'too "who work to obtain the
Many years ago I realized controversial! Being rejected by meaningless standards in many
while I served as head of the me own School I offered it to bills, write ln- the time-wasting
Civil Rights Section of the Georgetown and they printed it and cumbersome hearing
Department of Justice under the without change of any kind-it provisions (which far exceed the .
Truman Administration, the fact appears in Georgetown Law due process requirements), and
that the police ereverv selective Journal Vol.' 52 Number 4. delete the enforcement powers
in whom they mistreat--or, to 1954~ in most bills.
put it another way--''We found Now you can understand
that the Police rarely ever beat how pleased I was to see this
up the President of the 1st change in ,the old school's
National Bank." The victim is editorial policy.
usually someone who can't Keep up the good work. RiddleMe This
afford to hire a lawver and take Arthur B. Caldwell .'How is a goat like' a
Several weeks ago the Editor of The Advocate was robbed at the case to court. cabbage? A goat, as we all know,
gunpoint in Washington. After calls for police help awakened the Not discussed in either the . . is a white- bearded, rather
entire neighborhood, a police car finally appeared fourteen minutes article on-Police Brutality or Zweben Edited ' sloppy old creature that will
after the robbers had fled. During that time squad cars were seen- Prison mistreatment was a swallow anything. A cabbage, on
cruising along a street several hundred yards away; when a police number of decisions arising out Irecently wrote a letter to the other hand, is much trickier.
car finally arrived we were calmly told that a car would be along in of the use of the Criminal the"'Evening Star" in response Some would say a cabbage is a
a few minutes to take a report. '., statute whlch-: authorizes to an ACLU letter which mundane, unspectular vegetable.
When two policemen finally did arrive in another squad car. Criminal prosecution by the U.S. appeared in the Star. The reply- Others would point out,
. several minutes later they remained for fifty minutes to take a: Government - of willful was only printed in part. Rufus however, that the interstices
detailed report of the crime. Three squad cars and a motor scooter' mistreatment of any person Kaufmann, editor at the Star, , between the leaves of a basically
Policeman happened by subsequently and began futile attempts to acting under '.color _of Law.., claimed that Some parts defamed round object, make a cabbage, in'
pursue the robbers in their clearly-marked police vehicles. Needless "Section 242 'of 'Title 18 U.S:::': Mr.. Cutler. When he edited the every, way. a groovy ball. But
to say~the robbers were neverfound. and perhaps had arrived home . Code:' . . " ... tetter, he replaced Mr. Cutler's .onlv a goat would swallow _that.~"
by the .tirne the two policemen were detained Jrorp~r()tecting,~ .• :U n d-e f· e a rli er name with the term "Iawyer'~or , How is Professor, David
- other citizens while theywere doing paperwork. <' ........' "~"''':'''Aaminlstrc~tiohs, .the Civil Righ'ts a "Iaw'firm"'and' he deleted at: Green like ;his"grading .syste~l;u
This experience made abundantly. clear the fact that the sCores. section of the Department used "" least 2/3 of the' letter. Neither cne--ls-. capable:. cf ,.a: .,
~oi petty street crimes occurring daily in Washington will, not be', the, criminal statuta numerous .i'The. Star's version shields standard deviation. ; "
reduced significantly by tougher laws and tougher police; A night times· to. prosecute police,Sthe ''WashinQtonLawyer:' and' ',:. . ..' Richard '<?~White
on a police beat makes clear that few calls of distress can be heard •..•" . '. ,.
from squad-cars, too much time is spent'onneedleSspaperwork,·,Char/esDunn------------:.----~-__._---- __ - - __ ---
-and too many trai16ed policemen are detained to do work which
could be done by a trained civilian.
When there is a.fire or an ambulanc-e call, the two policemen in
a squad car are detained at the scene until the last fire truck leaves
and must complete a lengthy report which duplicates the work of
the fireman and the ambulance driver.
It is time the city put police on scooters or on foot where they
canmore readily respond to calls of distress. Law students' or
full-time civilian help could be hired .to be dispatched to take
detailed reports to fulfill bureaucratic needs. Until the police force
operates more efficiently to combat crime, there is little cause to
respond to the demand for legal short-cuts,
Editorials------...,..-
Registration
Registration this semester was the most exasperating .such
experience yet for many students. Many courses were closed before
or soon after registration began, despite valiant efforts by the
Dean's office to be flexible about expanding class sizes. The
inescapable conclusion is that there are simply too many students
, at this law school.
The frustration is perhaps most acute for students in theirfinal
year of law school. While paying $900 in tuition and fees, many
were denied access to their last opportunity to' take essential
courses or the better professors, When they. did gain entry to
classes, some were faced with chaotic classroom conditions as in
Professor Ferster's evening Domestic Relations class where students,
were standing in the aisles and the professor was almost inaudible.
For that course, students are paying about $130.
The administration' is burdened with the problems of large
numbers and scarce resources. It would seem imperative however,
to devise some means of encouraging popular professors in Courses
where demand is high to teach additional" sections, with
appropriate financial reward. In addition, students in their final
year of law school should be given top priority for all classes,
whether or not they have pre-registered. Curriculum changes often
make pre-registration invalid. Finally, the size of the studentbody




It is at last fashionable to be a crusader against dirty air and
water. Even an administration which has asked for $5.6 billion
more for weapons than, Congress was willing to spend, while
rejecting $1.1, billion for health and education. has found a place in
the budget for $2 billion for each of the next five years to combat
pollution. " '
Lawyers have had, and must continue to have, a position of
leadership in a crusade for "Quality of Life" in America. "Quality
of Life" -- soon to become a cliche- will be an elusive concept for a
society which has for so long placed quantity ahead of quality. If
"Quality of Life" is to become a reality. the nation'will have to
come to grips with a history of bulldozed land. neon stores.
mediocre mass education, shoddy goods, unplanned cities, plastic
buildings, barracks-like housing developments. ,and miles of
concrete-eonnected hamburger stands. The rore of the lawyer.
cOntrary to the position of Professor Green in this issue of The
Advocate, must be to sue as well as to legislate. The value of the
, Nader·Banzhaf "Sue the bastards" method' has been ,to call to the
attention of the public the sources of pollution and deception and
to make the public aware of what one man or a group of concerned
citizens can do to fight those who would deny them quality in life.
Hopefully, we are entering an Era of the Consumer; for we are
all, in one way or another, consumers. Those who must rent
housing, must ride the bus, must educate the mind, must but at
5afeway, must work in plastic offices, must breathe the air--these
consumers in quantity look to and depend upon a power broker to .
defend the public need for quality in life. And lawyers will have a
substantial role to play in showing the consumer the way out of his
present feeling of powerlessness. And we will probably need tens of
hundreds of Naders and Banzhafs before quality is equated with
beauty and a liberation of mind and spirit rather than with





·rtis announced in the law
school bulletin that a student
may, with the professor's
approval, take three credit hours
on a pass-fail basis.
However, students may take
many credit hours on this basis
(easily, more than a semester's
.'worth) including virtually all
extra-eurricular activities, the
continually increasing number of
clinical law and research paper
. courses, summer school courses
at other universities,. entire
semester 'credit under certain
circumstances of .military
induction. and the, one law
schoo I Consortium project,
Students-in-Court. .
These options further destroy
the validity of the decimal class
ranklnqs because as the number'
of students receiving credit on a .so what?) and most of .the
pass-fail basis increases, a inequities Could be eliminated.
common basis (i.e. that all A compromisesotution might
students receive numerical be to allow.thrid year students
grades for' all credits awarded), . the election of substituting a
which is necessary for decimal certain number, of "bad" grades
classrankings, disappears. Also.; for a "pass-fall" grade .. Sounds
. it may', behoove students with reckless and arbitrary? Yes, but
high averages at the end of their it happened last fall.when, after
first year to takecoursest h e grades.. of the
"pass-fail" while the reverse . LEGISLATION summer .course
might be true for students with .were posted" the class was
low averages.' offered the "election"of taking
An equitable solution to. the course"pass-fail" ..
grading and class ranking might . Of course, it is said that th~s
be a three-pronged grading was such a rare case that It
system: pass, fail, and honors couldn't happen again - the
because then there still could be professor had never taught
class rankinqs ' (i.e. the student before. student discontent was
with the host "honors" grades nearly unanimous, etc. But it did
would be number one- and happen arid it did make the class
while there may be several teis, rankings that much more invalid.
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.1 . ~::,:;e;:a: i
i!ili! A~BITIOUS: One who, like a vacuum cleaner, sweepsup iiI
Ii! and d~ge~s the four elements of a contract, with his eye on !il
w! .regurgltatmg them, back on a blue book under the penalty of a '~~~~~~
r} lower grade if he dares to think creatively. II
r:: . APATHETIC: One who refuses to even bring his horse to iiI
From "Life" magazine, I:~the water. . '. ..' ~11
January 30, 1970 issue at page' ~tf CONSERVATIVE: One who strives to be accepted by the iIi
25: "Public enthusiasm 'for i) dead and to that end focuses on his.rear vieW mirror while i:r
conservation has far outraced 1r: driving. " '. <, 1I1
the laws necessary to make !1i HIPPY: ,A woolly-headed, fester-faced, scum-coated cur if!
conservation work. However; itf who enjoys eating heroin and jumping off condominiums. :r:
environmental law is the fastest:l: INGRATE: One who fails to appreciate those who have j:l
growing legal field today. This f!~' invested in him and thinks his draft board owes him a living. il!
year, one out of five of the 1:: MODERATES: Th names given to the Weathermen by their !il
nation's 65,000 law students will f)f little sisters. '. 11!
take courses in the field, most of ~If POLICEMAN: One who gets his kicks from kicking people :iI
them new, A variety of cases ~}~while telling them that someone has to do it. }~~
passing through. the courts ...plus !li PORNOGRAPHY: Anything which threatens the Stability i[!J
proposals .. awaiting legistativeit~ of one's fantasy life. ~t~
. action, promise to establish a.)t: RADICAL: A woolly-headed, fester-faced, scum-eoated cur ~:r
number of, useful principles.. i:f who enjoys eating heroin and jumping off condominiums onto if)
According to David Siva of New rii policemen. . it~
York, one of the nation's leading:ir . STIFLING: A course in which the instructor is afflicted 1:)
environmental lawvers.. a basic I1 with narcolepsy and consumed by a footnote fetish. II
point yet, to be settled is IifTENURE: A condition precedent to academic it:
whether there is a constitutional :~tincompetence. . }~~
right to a decent environment.' I!: VIOLENCE: America's answer to cancer statistics. :iI
So far, no court has granted this. )11 . WI.SDO.M:The ability of the elderly to realize after having t:[
Says Sive, 'We need a flood of :lj lived m this absurd world for so long that senility is the only !jf
~i:~tsl~~a~:~::~;r ~~~ ~:,~Ie's ]l)!!l::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::::::::~::::~:::::@::::::::~~i::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::~::~:~::::::::!!!II
Per 'Curiam: David F. Bantlpon
Too Many People
threats to our environment are incorporated into 'this law
growing sofast that man win not ........school's curriculum rather tban
be able to resolve his ecological be treated only' as an
dilemma fast enough. Some of experimental course project (eg.
Ehrlich's professional colleagues, "GASP). As Dr. Ehrlich might
say society, as we know it, .. say: 'Man'~ survival depends
cannot survive beyond the year upon Environmental Law.
2000 under' present trends.
Other ecologists' give us two Is Pollution Unconstitutional?
more generations "at most",
They caution us to .remember
that the population growth can
be proved mathematically
The format of the "Tonight
Show" is well-known to millions
of Americans .. Typically, Ed
McMahon's "Here's Johnny';
leads into fifteen minutes of
monologue which is then
followed by' the regular
seventy-five minutes' of
commercials, guest actors and
plastic. starlets, more
commercials, guest sports
figures, authors and politicians
and then still more commercials.
One night several weeks ago
Johnny Carson presented a
radically different show. After
running through his usual
monologue and just before his
traditional swing with an
imaginary golf club, Johnny
mentioned something about Dr.,
Paul Ehrlich, a biologist from
Stanford University. Dr. Ehrlich
wrote a book . about the
population explosion; he would
be Johnny's guest that night.
A Prophet of Doom?
In other words. tomorrow
there will be "X" more babies in
the world and"X" can be given a
precise numerical value. Those
babies aren't about to wait for
state legislatures to pass abortion
reforms or the Pope to ease his
stand on birth control. Nor will
they wait until we provide food
and housing for them. In short,
they will be born whether the
world is ready for them or not.
Dr. Ehrlich believes strongly
At midnight, after the show's that our population growth rate
first half-hour. Carson is galloping away at a rate too
announced that the entire fast for us to control, even in
remaining hour would be this age of technological
devoted to Dr. Ehrlich and wonders, He argues that it is not
discussion, of his book man's technology .that will
"Population Bomb". finally be his end but rather
Dr. Ehrlich's book talks man's basic inabliity to resolve
about, the problems of our his environmental problems fast
. enviromnent: the population enough to provide a better life
explosion, the threat of disease for a .greater portio,", .of, future
(in particular; . the virus . man .qenerations.
still can't cure the, common One might say Dr. Ehrlich is
cold), . the- deterioration 'of our» a prophet of doom-His, message
cities,'pollution,'starvation. He: .seems clear: The age of ecology:
discusses, many';~ociar·iIIs;·is upon .ustHeed its teachings
touching on most-of the popular before it is too late.
and unpleasant subjects which
fill our headlines lately.
In addition, Ehrlich gave
some startling facts and
statistics. The population in
'several South American
countries is doubling every
twenty years, Total U.S. War
defJd in all wars from the
Revolutionary War to and
including the Viet Nam War
(some 600,000 plus men) has
been equalled by the number of
births in the world over the last
four days - Le. wars do not
stabiliZE! the population of the
world. The world's population
growth can be compared to the
half-life' of a radioactive
substance in reverse: while it
took several thousand years for
the, world's population to
double, beginning with the
agrarian revolution, the doubling
time has been steadily decreasing
at an increasing rate. Today the





job and might.havedjfficultYin ,was of a man who hid f~r a'lmo~~,
finding housing. However, if he two years in an American border
applies for landed immigrant town before the underground in
·..'status at the border; thedelay isCanada~was able to,get.him to ... ;
cut to two or three weeks. safety. The FBI had the house
The underground then, watched constantly complete
provides>the"service of smuggl ing. with the latest bugging gimmics.
Americans who were not aware Hearing this story, one is
of this difficulty back into the reminded of Ann Frank's
Unitea States,so that they may ,hOrrors and tries to discover
re-enter Canada and avoid delay Happily there are some
in achieving landed immigrant organizations in Canada which
_status. Many of the "smuglers" have been trying to help new
are people who work in the Canadians become settled. They
United States and commute aid new arrivals not only by
daily. They answer the questions providing housing and
of guards on both sides of the employment but also help in
border whiJe their passangers cutting through the Canadian
remain mute .. Other volunteer bureauracy. Yet the most
dr;.ivers are literally little old important service they preform
ladies in pin curlers who bitterly is trying to reconcile the families
'hate war and any government of many of these men to accept
who punishes men who don't tbe lives their sons have chosen.
enjoy killing.' I was told that just under
The mood among the men I fifty percent of the men's.
talked with varied so much as to families do not approve of their'
make it impossible to generalize. sons' actions. Attempts are made
I met two' who were truly , in'many of these cases to try to
excited about the prospect of reach these families to help them
starting a new life in aY(llmg un~erstand why their sons have
rich country: These men were acted as. they have. The tragedy
both college graduates. I' spoke . 'of this whol situation becoms
with two others who were more -, even' more incredible when one
depressed at their prospects. One realizes that 60,000 to 80,000
had only a year of college and men have left the United States
the other held only a high school solely because of military
diploma. A minister with whom pressures.
I spoke told me that diserters The human loss attributed to
were asa group less educated the Viet Nam war may never be
then draft resisters and this calculated but it does seem.
seemed to be the case from my terribly sad that not more is
oun encounters. known of so many former'
One sad statistic I learned Americans who have been forced
from this same minister was that to leave a country whose
there have been several suicides collective conscience gave them'
within the last year by men who only the choice of military
were either frustrated at not service or prison. It seems to this
being able to find jobs or who writer that our media has once
were despondent from the fact again ignored a minority of its
that they. could never return to citizens who found that the
the United States. But perhaps American ideal of personal
the most upsetting story I heard. freedom was for them a sham.
Perhaps in no area wittlinthe
.United "States: is,the lack of
information supplied by the
media more-appafent and more
disconcerting then that relating
The night afterDr. Ehrlich's to the Jives of military deserters
appearance on the "Tonight " and those who'flee inducti,on ..
Show" Johnny' Carson I learned this in a most
announced that his appearance dramatic way hoW little we
the night before had caused know about these men's lives,
more listener reaction than any last week' while I' visited
other guest in the history ofthe Toronto, canada. During my
show. NBC was swamped with stay I,had an opportunity to talk
phone calls and letters. not only with deserters and
Twenty-four. hours after his those who left the United States
appearance on T.V., Ehrlich's- to' avoid induction but also' with
book was sold out of every some of the Americans and
major book store in the Canadians who are helping these
Washington' area. "Time" people reorganize their lives.
magazine, in reporting the, Briefly, here is what I
President' State of the Union learned. 1. The number of men
address, devoted its cover story arriving in Canada from the
to 0 u r "e nv i ronmental United States as a result of
problems". Mr. Nixon's State of pressure hilS averaged. about
the Union address was itself eighty a day over the last six
largely devoted to the subject of months. 2. Of this number about
poll uti 0 nand rei ated' seventy percent. !Ire deserters,
environmental problems. the balance being those who
To' one who saw Dr. Ehrlich: I have left prior t.o thei/" induction
on the "Tonight Show" it wasasd ate. .3. A complicat~d
if his ,appearance had started a underground has been set up. It
chain reaction' toward a new.functions in ~ dual capacity to
national awareness. one, provide transportation from
The world has always had its. the United States for those who
prophets of' doom. Mostly, cross the. Canadi~n border and
they've been dismissed as tVJo, to aid Amencans who have.
lunatics. However, it is quite already entered Can~da' to
possible that contemporary re-~ross the b~rder backmt? the
ecologists are the first such United States m order to qUickly
prophets to be believed by a re-enter Canada a~d.at this point
respectable portion of our apply.for landed ~mlgrantstatus.
population. ThiS problem ISa strange one
but its difficulties are very real
to many Americans. What
happens is this. Because of a
technicallity i.(l Canadian law, if
one applies for landed imigrant
status after entering Canada, he
is faced with some six to eight
months of .. burucratic delay in
achieving this classification.
While he waits he may not get a
Chain Reaction Started
Oceanic Supply Limited
Also, Ehrlich argued that
some scientists may be grossly
overestimating the potential
food supply from the sea, a
supply which is not limitless and
which is being threatened more'
each day as our polluted inland
and shoreline waterways empty
into the sea to intimidate the
balanced Iife-eycle in our oceans.
As a final startling fact, Ehrlich
claims that while you are reading
this sentence, four people will
have died from starvation, most
. of them children.
Ehrlich's facts and statistics
do not add up to good news by
any means. He suggests that the
Environmental Law
What does this all mean to
the GWstudent? For the law
student it means that a new and
fest growing branch of the law
has been born: Environmental
Law. It deserves to be formally
Jet taking off from National Airport cast pall over John F. Kl





The earth becomes a dumping pit.
Advocate photographs by Tom Blair.
.'




-The GW area's chief noise pollutant: the Chas. H. Tompkins Company's piledriver.
Open fire under Whitehurst Freeway consumes coal by the carload.
PEPCO contributes to foggy sightseeing.
Recent Decisions--------.;...---,....-----"--------:...-----...:......--":.....c,----~
Equal Justice Civi I Litigation-•
costs in indigency cases. The Court of Appeals held
that divorce cases are covered by the indigency statute
and furthermore that the status of indigency is to be
defined to mean almost anybody to whom the costs of
litigation would ,be a hardship, and not just welfare
recipients of the totally destitute.
The decision is a progressive one, but what is really
interesting about the "Harris" case is the evolution of
the dispute and the Court's rationale for the holding.
In essence, the litigation grew out of a running
battle between Judge Joseph M.F. Ryan, Chief Judge
of the Domestic Relations Branch of the D.C. General
Sessions Court, and anti-poverty lawyers from
Neighborhood Legal Services whom the Judge accused
of stirring "matrimonial lltlqatlon."
Judge Ryan had always been an outspoken
-opponent of inexpensive divorce for poor people and
hence he refused to apply the D.C. indigencystatute in
his Domestic Relations Court, except in cases where
the parties were able to show that a "useful social
purpose would be served" by a divorce.
separation followed by extra-legal relationships and
children that can never be legitimized.
Furthermore, the decision in "Harris" may be a
harbinger of things to come, for it should be noted that
in December of the past year the United States
Supreme Court heard oral argument in the case of
"Boddie v Connecticut:' In this case the high court
will decide whether a Connecticut state statute, which
bars indigent divorce suit plaintiffs from court if they
cannot pay court costs and filing fees, violates the
equal protection and due process clauses of the
Constitution. ," ' ' ,
The decision in "Bo'ddie" is expected shortly and if
favorable the chances for an indigent to obtain a
divorce will closely parallel the opportunities presently
available to the rich not only here in the District, but
throughout the country.
The other 'interesting case which indicates that the
quality of justice should not depend on one's bank
account is Judge J. Skelly Wright's opinion, for the
Federal Court of Appeals for District of Columbia, in
"Lee v Habib:'
by Stuart H. Schuman
It is interesting to compare how the plight of
America's poor relates to the chance of success in civil
as opposed to criminal litigation. That there should be
a difference at all is questionable, for the interests at
stake for the indigent in civil proceedings (such as
landlord-tenant litigation, liquidation of small estates,
and divorce proceedings) represent basic necessities of
life which should be freely available to all, regardless of
wealth, in a country which is the world's richest and,
which, at least theoretically, has chosen as the
preferred guideline the concept of equal justice under
law for all.
Nevertheless, exploitive lawyer's fees and court
costs can reduce small estates to naught, and prohibit
even the filing of a suit for a non- contested divorce
despite the fact that the lawyer is called upon to do no
more than perform work. The imprcunious small tort
claimant fares no better. In the housing area only
increased activism by poverty lawyers has served to
temper -the immoral and illegal evictions and
foreclosures which have always marred the -,
interpersonal and contractual relations between Absurd Reasoning Free Appeals
landlords, banks, and the poor.
When our civil process deprives the indigent of The.Judqe's denial of petitioner's in forma pauperis The court in "Lee" considered the question of
attempts to enforce his rights to the basic necessities of motion in the case at bar was so socially and whether indigents involved in civil cases at the D.C.
life, is it any less crucial than when society opts to intellectually defective that the words can only speak Court of General Sessions (specifically the
deprive the indigent of whatever freedom he has left by for themselves. The Judge theorized, landlord-tenant branch where many of Washington's
invoking, the crlminatprocess against him? "Here the parties have created a situatloribv their poor come into contact with the law in eviction
, »<: own act. They separated voluntarily. The taxpayers of proceedings against them) are entitled to! free
Poor Defendents the District of Columbia did not ask these two people transcripts of the proceedings if they have substantial
Certainly as to the indigent and the crinimal law to get married. They did not ask them to separate. issues to raise on appeal.
one would not be misguided if he were to agree with They should not be made to underwrite the legal Previously, indigents had often been barred from
the assertion made by Professor Herbert Packer, a most procedures to terminate that relationship." appealing unfavorable rulings due to court reporter's
learned professor of criminal law at Stanford, in the The reaction of the Federal Court of Appeals to costs of as much as two dollars a page for copies of
January 10th issue of the "New Republic," where the ,Judge Ryan's thinking was sharply critical. In part, the lengthy tiral transcripts. '
auther suggested: Court said: Since Juqge Wright ultimately rested his decision on
"The Civil Rights movement of the 1950's and the "Since Congress has prescribed certain statutory construction of applicable District of Columbia and I
early 1960's succeeded by the discovery of urban grounds for divorce it is beyond the authority of any federal statutes, (Title 11 D.C. Code Sec. 935 and Title
poverty has fueled the development of a 'procedural court to- impose additional grounds thereto. More 28 United States Code 1915) which require the United
revolution' in' criminal 'law arid has established a _ i~specifically, it is-not proper to use adivorce applicant's "States to assume the cost of transcript fees for in forma
national ,conscience intent upon changing the criminal inability to pay the costs of a divorce/action as gtound 'pauperis appeals if thetrial.or appeals judge certifies i
process. The thrust of this development has been to "for denying any such person access to a fair trial. ..__ the appeal is not frivolous, he found it unnecessary to
reform the criminal process so that it will not continue since under the statute one's abilityto pay the costs Qf ",:determine the exact extent-to which the Constltutloni.
--to bear with unequal weight on the blacks. the urban' a'di~~rce action is:: n()t.a condition precedent to ,_,requires that the governmentmust,endall distinctions".
poor, and the disadvantaged, but will instead serve the obtammg a divorce. Congress intended that rich and' between -the rich and :the poor in-the' civil courts;
ends of freedom and equality:' , pooralike should have equal right to a divorce .... And However,~ strong dicta in the opinion clearly indicates
For •.-a"contraSting"view' which indicates that i"it.,is an abuse of 'discretion 'fdr'trial' co'Orts 'to Use .' •that 'the dedsion was influenced by equal protection
Professor Packer's analysis, while theoretically correct, criteria in passing on in forma pauperis applications, considerations. The Judge said in part:
remains functionally meaningless, the reader should see that in effect/set up more restrictive devorce grounds "The conclusion cannot be escaped that those who
an article. in. the, November, ,1969" issue of the: .than are. prescribed by the statute. For instance, are able to purchase transcripts on appeal will, in some
"Criminal Law Bulletin" entitled "The Tilted Scales of non-indigent applicants for divorce are' not required to cases, receive a more meaningful review of the actions
Criminal Justice; Th~ Plight of the Indigent prove in their divorce action, in addition to the of the lower court than will those who cannot afford
Defendant." This is an empirical study of the day to statutory grounds, that some useful social reason will it. The equal protection clause applies to both civil and
day operation of the criminal courtsIn Milwaukee be served by a severance of the marital relationship." criminal 'cases, and, a poor litigant will often have more
County, Wisconsin. The findings in,dicate that there are at stake in a civil case than in a criminal case. WhileNeed for Divorce ~marked differences in the outcome of cases involving most of the cases have involved criminal proceedings,
indigent defendants as contrasted with cases involving Besides implementing an equal protection of the the constitutional mandate that there be no invidious
non-indigent defendants. laws approace to the' poor's attempt at securing equal discrimination between indigent and rich litigants is
The data showed that indigent defendants have justice in the civil process, the, "Harris" decision serves being recognized in civil cases as welJ." •
fewer charges against them dismissed; that a higher per to promote what the Court : said are the "strong Unquestionably, more forward decisions like "Lee"
centage of them are found guilty; that they are more sociological, humanitarian and legal ,reasons why and "Harris" are needed if the ideal of equal justice
likely to be sentenced to confincment; and that they divorce may be of value to society:' under law is not to remain a myth. Indeed the stakes
receive longer terms of confinement than do the The Court was obviously presuaded _ by the are high for the entire legal profession for if the poor's
non-indigent defendants for the same types and Neighborhood Legal Services lawyer's argument that right to life is continually denied by the judicial
categories of crime. the high costs of divorce had led to less, not more, process we so revere then the majesty of the law is
Nevertheless, such landmark cases as Gideon v family stability among the poor because the alternative mocked, and the profession of law will deservedly lose
Wainwright, although literally grounded on the Fifth, to legal divorce is often the "poor man's divorce," or its claim to respect - and perhaps its usefulness.
and Sixth Amendments are born of that spirit of equal
protection of the laws which- would enable the poor
and the uneducated to have and enjoy those same
constitutional rights which previously were enjoyed
only when the defendant was a mafia member, income
tax evader or some other white collar criminal.
Only recently have courts begun to grant the poor,
person that modicum of procedural due process which
is necessary to make his substantive rights to life whole
in civil proceedings as well as in the criminal law. In the
criminal law cases like "Gideon," "Miranda:' "Griffin
v Illinois," and "Douglas v California" (states 'must
assume the cost of transcribing essential records for
such post conviction reviews that would otherwise be
available to the person with financial resources) have
already indicated that in the eyes of the criminal law
the rich and poormust stand alike.
Two recent decisions coming out of the Federal
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia are
indicative of the new trend: "Harris v Harris" which
was decided on January 14, 1970; and "Lee v Habib"
which was decided on January 22, 1970.
Free Divorce
In the "Harris" case the court broadened the,
opportunity for impecunious divorce applicants to
avail themselves of District of Columbia legislation
which commands that the public pay counsel and court
The newly elected student·faculty committee provided exam-eramminq students with a new honor system
coffee service in the basemen ..... student lounge, basement, Stockton. Informed sources report that the north
wall of the lounge may be torn down in the near future, so as to incorporate the adjoining classroom into a bigger
and better law student snack service and coffee bar.
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The Involuntary SerVitude of Women
by Cindy Edgar of the labor force, 62% of these 'home, and are penalized from
This is the first in a series of women work only because they substantial salaries (I.E. good
articles on The Law and' I must (how many law wives will jobs) if they do.
Women~ Rights. work when their husbands finish Protective laws which limit'
Liberals - especially white school)? Women who do desire working hours, conditions, ets.,
middle-class liberals ~ will face to work are unable to overcome exclude women from many jobs,
their most telling test in the their mental apathy to actually expeciallv those women who are
1970's. White liberals who have find a job; and those who do are unskilled. In short, the same
no real contact with Blacks and . soon disillusioned with the systematic exclusion of Blacks
have suffered no real detriment; i n fa mo u sin e qui t yin from the labor market is even
social or 'otherwise, from. their . employment. more successfully applied to
espousal of civil rights, will soon Very few women hold high women, ,who do not even have
be confronted with a civil rights professional positions; Constitutional protection.
movement which will affect advancement of female' "Women'swork" is thereby kept
every male from every employees is always deferred to in the home.
background in every suburb or male" advancement. Women,
ghetto. Now that white receive lower salaries than men
supremacy has. been dented, holding the same jobs and
male supremacy is about to fall. responsibilities. Although some
American Women are coming of employees are protected by the
age. Federal Equal Pay Act of 1963
,The Nigger Mentality and Civil Rights Act of 1964,
Witness "Woman's most very few states, prohibit
crucial problem - the Nigger discrimination because of sex,
mentality. Just as the Blacks and not even the . U.S.
have been unable to escape their Constitution provides such
slave attitudes - ..the feeling of protection.
inferiority, hopelessness, and Income Tax Discriminatory·
inability to compete in the Income' tax laws permit only'
White world on levels other than $900 deduction for child-care
invisibility and sycophancy- expenses (for two or more
Women are completely imbued dependents), decreased by the
with the feminine mystique. amount by which exceeds'
Many women do not feel $6000. Expenses of maintaining
oppressed; marriage and the household are not
-:motherhood is undoubtedly the' deductible; women are thereby
ultimate goal of the vast discouraged from leavinq the
majority of females. Yet a
gro~~ oo~w~ wom~'~-~--~Medkineandlaw'-,---~~--~--~--~------~~---~
f.~~§;~~~f;·COlJrJobist. L~gal'&(':ultur()I·.Quandry
frustratedrwith their.nlotr but, ' .;.~f!ffl;:··'bY Ja~k Smith;M.D: ,°,1. < '/'<trivial importa~ce ... ltis hOPoothat no ~itch hunt will b~
even the most capable: women ., Dr; Smith is aflrst-year law student. This is the fina/ instituted in the military service over a problem that does not .. "
are also afraid to do. 'anything: '..•.erticles on drugs." '-",. exist." The quoted editorial was entitled. "The Marijuana
about it. -', The first tW()~rticiesis thlsseries attempted .to discuss B~~aboo.~~. ." .:'. ," .
Stereotyped 'Femininityi!nd define the' evolution of drug sub-cultures and the ~edical ' " Twenty-two years have now passed SlnC~the'M?~lj~~na
Women, like Blacks,. are significance of the four major classes of drugs used illegally. Tax Act became law, and voju~es ~ave been. written CriticIZing
reg a r d e d as chi Id I ike, While problem definition is certainly a reasonable first step, that act and subsequent leglsl~tlon .. Addlng my .own .few
irresponsible, and emotional by there exists an enormous void between defining problems and par~graphs, I feel that the followmg actions and considerations
their male superiors (and this effecting change. This article will deal with the pastand future are In order. Three Proposals
attitude' requires that women importance of the truly possibl~.-. and occasionally First, a massive research program should be instituted.
fulfill these expectations). Men. 'hypothetical. -realmsof action which might be effectively The marijuana problem is causing a generational hiatus second
simply do not take women applied to the so called "marijuana problem." only to the Vietnam action and, therefore, certain facets of
seriously (most men are amused " ,History the marijuana myth need to be either proven or discarded. The
by the liberation movement); In'1930,.in response to a developing national concern relationship of marijuana to crime, psychiatric disease and
most men even avoid women over the illegal use of potentially harm{ul. drugs, the Federal "hard drug" addiction must be ascertained and then legislation
who do not completely disptav . Bureau of Narcotics was extablished. The tremendous impact enacted in accordance. To delay in this regard is to alienate a
the stereotyped qualities _,-of of that organization on the American culture can be seen both generation which can ill afford further alienation.
"femininity". This lack of in terms ofjJresent effects and, further, relative to the Second, marijuana should be made readily available to
respect ,is nowhere more poigant pre-Bureau legal/medical/economic picture regarding physicians for use on patients as deemed necessary. Certainly
than in the marketplace. Women marijuana. At the time of the Bureau's incpetion, only sixteen the drug could supplement the more conventional tranquilizers
_ are love machines and sexual states prohibited the use of marijuana - and largely did so _and narcotics- the latter of which are proven to be addictive as
objects; and are marketed as. through reasonable statutes. Tincture of cannabis (a marijuana contrasted with marijuana.". Such use in the hands of
such by PLAYBOY; beauty component) was produced by leading pharmaceutical firms, competent physicians could be of extreme importance.
pageants;airliries. What is worse, and hemp - the source of marijuana· was a major crop in Third, an enlightened view should be attempted relative
"women accept their commodity several states;" to the possible importance of, "mind alteri~" drugs in future
status, and support. huge ,: There was much speculation regarding the interest ofthe cultures. It is becoming increasingly, apparent that the
cosmetic and fashion industries i=ederalBureau of Narcotics in marijuana which was not then psychiatric equipment of modern man is easily overcome by
to'improve theirJ!larketability. and never has been seriously considered a narcotic in any sense the stresses of modern society. It may well be that the future
Male Paternalism Pervades of the word. Many authors have postulated that it was as effectiveness of a culture will be~~ermined by the culture's
Women, like men, know-that attempt on the part of the Bureau to increase" its sphere of ability to alter'its collective mind rather than to decompensate
sex' and beauty are their most activity and thereby avoid a bureaucratic death of attrition. It before insurmountable emotional obstacles ..While drugs will
important assets, and soon learn is amazing to me that in a government so filled with bureaus, be no -cure-all, cultures may be forced to find their green fields
that failure to capitalize one of boards and committees of queStionable use that such a death" and clean air in pharmaceutical form. In reality, this is the
.these assets will result ina by atrophy would ever be seriously comtemplated~ . . logical extension of the tranquilizer fad· ,which is widespread
substantial' decline in social· life In any event, the Federal Bureau of Natcotics decided (1).. in our present culture. ,....
and marriage prospects. Yet this . that marijuana was a narcotic (which it wasn't), (2) that it was We now find so much of our energfesspent in awe of an
is inescapably the same a menace (which it wasn't) and (3) thatits use was a cr-ime electron beam that one wonders if future cultural viability
prostitution and sycOphancy (which it indeed was after seven years of F .B.N. pressure). might not be found in an equally artificial' medicinal form.
which has created self-hate. and ..Therefore, in response to that pressure and to widely Perhaps even the "patriotic joys" of war could be experienced
frustration in' the Negro; . publicized "tl0rror' stories" relating marijuana to a mythical vicariously in a quick "smoke" and the geographical "thrill" of
expression of this frustration by sexual deviation· insanity - mental deterioration complex, the screaming "Nigger" at a black school-child might be
woman, however, invariably Congress passed a Marijuana Tax Act in 1937. Violators of the sublimated into a single tablet. If this is to be the case -
evokes the Comment: "take her Act could be fined up to $2,000 or imprisoned up to five even in partial form - then the medical reality of mind-altering
off the platform and giver her a years, or both. _ drugs and the legal reality of their control must be equated.
good fuck". This Congressional erection stimulated by erotically Marijuana research might well offer an insight into broader
The lethal combination of half-dressed myths was quickly recognized as a potentially areas of hallucinogenic effectiveness ...and possibly necessity in
the female mentality and male harmful, blind control over a nonexistent problem: "Military future cultures. The next step in dealing with a vinyl-coatedl,
paternalism pervade the "real Surgeon," a journal which cim hardly be termed an outspoken wall-to-wall carpeted world may be in the creation of a
world" and the legal worlt1. This advocate of the Now Generation, referred to the legislation as compensatory, artificial personality. Therefore, we had best
is most obvious in the follows: ''The legislation in relation to marijuana was learn about these drugs now. (A three article series dealing
employment situation. Although iII-advised... it ,branded as a menace and a crime a matter of with executopaths and student activism will follow.)
women now constitute over 1/3
"Objects to be Owned" .
In questions of child custody,
a woman's adultery makes her
unfit as a mother; but the same
behavior by the man does not
seem to relfect' on his paternal
qualities. A woman who "lives in
sin" is' eneligible for welfare
payments, but there is no
"woman in the house'"rule
applicable to adulterous males.
A . few states have liberalized
abortion laws,' but the vast
majority of states prohibit
abortions' for any reason,
including pregnancy resulting
from rape.
It is questionable whether
women have aright to,
information on birth control. In
short, the law relfects the male
conception of women as sexual
objects. . What is worse, the
women have no rights even 'as to
timjng of their sexual
exploitation. \
Even assuming that.
employers will be forbidden to
discriminate,· law and society
have together refused
recognition .of the individual,
domestic rights of women.
Unmarried women often can not
find apartments to rent; credit it
not extended to them; they can
not obtain mortgages. But.
though the single woman is an . Property concepts are further
outcast, the married woman is reflected in the income tax laws.
an legal outcast. State. laws Although "woman's work" - the
reflect the concept that women "horne and kids - erezhe very
are property .. objects to be foundation of our profit system
owned. Thus, it is' permissible- (enabling the manto pursue gain
for a man to .rape his wife; but a in occupations away from the
'woman who refuses to sleep home)r the value of woman's
-with her husband can be brought work is absolutely unrecognized
to court. , in' income tax. Husbands receive,
Woinen legally Excluded
tax-free, the same services for
which single men must pay.
Women, however, do not receive
the ,same advantages; their for
substitute household servants are
not deductible (except for the
limited child-care deductions).
.Women, then, are capital assets,
whose production of income in
'the'form .of free services does
not even merit recognition by
theall-pervasive income tax'
laws. Perhaps this is because
women (capital) can not be
separated from their services
(income)!
Prohibited From Juries
A t least one state. still
recognizes co m m o n-law
coverture, whereby a women can
not dispose of property without
the permission of her husband.
A married woman loses all
rights to 'her legal or voting
residence, and adopts that of her
husband, although .she may
never have been there, and has
interests elsewhere.
In many states, women are
excluded from jury service
, presumably because they are
incapable of objectivity.
Some states allow women to
"be sentenced to prison
indefinitely, while men must
(see WOMEN,p.12)
Checking the AEC~' ---------""---:-----~----:..-~--~--------.,;-
Nuclear Power or Nuclear Pollution?
by Ralph A. Wolff
FACED WITH THE prospect that a "linear" theory is more 1980 it is expected that the
of doubling electricity accurate: that any exposure or utilities industry will require
requirements every 10 years and absorption of radiation- creates one-sixth of the total available
the dissipation of all the earth's some risk of darnaqe.> ' fresh water in the United States
fossil fuels (coal; oil, natural Thus, the question is not one for cooling purposes ..Unchecked
gas), utility companies have of what levels, are "safe", but .waste. heat discharges will raise
turned to nuclear powered what is an acceptable level. Such water temperatures in-the water
generators to prevent a national a change in approaching surrounding nuclear power
power shortaqe. This trend has radiation safety transforms the plants, which will, in turn, Thus, even with a showing of
been promoted vigorously by problem from one oLpure serlouslv alter the ecology of a environmental damage, there is
the AEC through generous technology into one of joint ,lake, a stream or even part of the strong pressure to continue the
subsidies to private industry, scientific, moral and political sea; operation of the plantIn order
even though the AEC is also the awareness. Even a slight variation of .to avoid the loss of millions of
nation's sole nuclear regulating Highly radioactive rnaterials water temperature will cause, dollars in construction and
agency. used or contaminated in the major alterations of the placement costs.
Over 90 nuclear powered generation of electricity by enyironmental structure. At
generating plants are currently in nuclear power plants usually higher temperatures water
use or in an advanced stage of corrtained and stored until Cannot dissolve as much oxygen,
planning, and by the year 2000 harmless, in accordance with thereby is less able to assimilate
nearly 50% of al U.S. electricity strict AEC procedures. But less organic wastes. The ultimat'e
will be nuclear generated. These contaminated effluents, effect of thermal pollution,
plants have been hailed as a danqer ous nonetheless, are then, is a major disturbance of
clean source of power and a discharged directly into the the delicate ecological balance,
contributor to the reduction of environment. Part of the causing the destruction of most,
air pollution, but evidence now effluent is in the form of if not all of the aquatic life.
shows that they present radioactive gas, which diffuses, A major obstacle in dealing
dangerous environmental into the atmosphere. , ' with radioactive and thermal
problems of their own -' a ~ An even greater part of the pollution, caused by, nuclear
variety of radioactive and radioactive effluent is discharged
thermal pollution hazards, into the water, where it may,
'Radioactive discharges' by enter dir~etlyor' indirectly into
nuclear powered generators may man's food chain, Scientists now
have. long-range' genetic effects. fear that large concentrations of
on the environment. The AEC, these effluents will build up over
responsible for radiation safety the years to highly dangerous
standards, has for 20, years levels.
accepted a "threshold" theory Thermal pollution creates a
of radiation safety that exposure 'much more immediate danger to
to radiation up to 'a certain the environment, Nuclear
intensity or level/is safe before powered generating plants
any ill effect will occur. require 40% more cooling water
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powered generators is the
attitude of the AEC. Presently,
the burden of proving damage
from nuclear power plants falls
on the public, and usually this is
accomplished only after a plant
is in operation.
In addition, the AEC has
refused, to considerthe problem
of thermal pollution in, the
issuance of licenses for nuclear
power plants. This is despite
'Section· 1'1 of the Water
Pollution Act which directs
federal agencies with
"jurisdiction over any building,
installation, or, other property"
to control water pollution.
Thus, at this time no federal
agency is giving pre-construction
review to thermal power plants
from the standpoint of meeting
federal water quality standards.
Proposed legislation to this
effect has, been passed by the
Senate, but is awaiting action by
the House.
• This, and other legislation is
sorely needed to require the AEC
and the power companies 'to
prove to the public that
rad ioactive and thermal
emissions from nuclear powered
generators is indeed harmless to
.man and his environment.
The problem of radioactive
and thermal pollution from
nuclear power plants will
inevitably become crucial if our
present ecological balance is. to
be maintained. One AEC official
has stated, "Maybe we must
ultimately decide between
electrical power on the one
hand, and beaches, oceans, and
riv er s on the other."
Institutionalized Expenditures,.
..Promote 'Equitable, ,Campaigns
BEIGHT BAR REVIEW SCHOOL
If • ',,_
by James R. Leone used- to provide the very Representatives and 100
substance of elective survival: Senators, .plus 15 more as
The beg inn in g s 0 f, , equivalent to the two' offices of- h campaign funds. Until economic -
government are lost in t e President 'and vlce-Prestdent.influence is weakened in favor of
antiquity of several million years Divl"de this figure Of 550, , W popular influence, we .shall
of evolution; hat began as a ' , ""offices .. into' the '$1" billion 'Of
b bl h 'continue to have economic,form of rute su [uqatton as ' 'Federal, taxes set aside, and,, h f f interests served at the expense of
,..--------------------....;----- ..... ..;0,;, evolved .wrtn.. us, to" a orrn ,0 ' " ,about $1.8 million is available
h dav. Th .thepublic welfare.elective trustees ip to ay .. ·, e, foreach'office,or,$13.5million
.trust principle, ina ,form of I ro 'h' f II ' ' each forthe.Presidencv and Vice
government such as ours, is , " P pos~t e 0 ow 109
" "h' solution to this problem. In' Presidency. I"~
.. - <oJ based,ion~the"ldeaL.tl:1at.,eac > 'a'd' " ~ J.' ~"""I ',' :"..~", The second formula would; "'" "-", .' .,,, "'a rtton 'to' simp y ralsmg
person has an equal vote. The , ' '" .. apportion', the public campaign
equal vote ideal helps avoid, executive, ,legislative, and, di , I I' til bl ' funds. for each Congressionalrevolutionary resentment in JU. rcia sa an,e".s~n"I, c,ompara eth th d ' hid f office ,(about $1,8 million .assignificantly" large segments, of WI, ose pal" to t e ea ers 0ttl indicated' above). All expensesthe populace, such as the, young, pnva e en erpr~se, we rnust,a so
I f d f would be accountable andt-h thevrni it "I supp y campaign un s rome poor, e mmon y .racia 'th th '. . I /subJ'ect to reasonable restrictionsth '\I d t d d th 0 er an economic interests. t
groups, e I -e uca e ,a~ ,e is not enough to attempt' to as. to use. A suggested formula
aged. Unfortunately, that Ideal IS t 't' ". fl ' , would be that incumbentsf f b . r hed' res nc economic 10 uence--It
ar rom emg accomp IS 10 must be replaced 'by money (h a vi n got her nat u r a I
our system of government.. ,from ,the puolic which is .to be .. advantage,~) . receive 40% of the
"served. This really means that 'funds for that office, and that
enough public tax monies must others who obtain signatures of
There are many factors 5 01 f h d I I' (be apportioned" to candidates to 70 0 tea u t popu atlon or.
causing our failure to practice I ) Id" h hprovide m.ost, if not all, of their e ectorate wou 's are t e
the one-person, one-vote ideal. " 6001 h "campaign funds. This could be remammg la, t us encollragmg
One of the most significant is accomplished by the use of two competition, An incumbent
the influence of money. As an formulas. / Congressman would thus receive
economic influence;' money is The first formula\ would set about $720,000, suitable for a
used persuasively by varied h h' , /" I d'aside a portion ,of tax revenues t oroug campaign,' me u 109
economic interests, such as, I ., 'd' C d'd fas the cos",tof having a cleaner te eVISlon a s. an I ates or
corporations, trust foundations, P 'd d V' P'dgovernment. Taking the Federal resl ent an Ice resl ent
unions, and banks, to change the Id' f'Govern,ment as an example, if a wou receive up to our times
influence which votes should
have upon our elected fraction ,of 1% of tax revenues as much.
were set aside there would be at To get a true picture of the
representatives. Unfortunately, cost to' remember 'that the $1least $1 billion available each us,
:economic 'influence is not billion would be incurred less
res t ric ted to cor r u p t year. This amount would be frequently than every two years
representatives simply desirous easily made up by the tighter tax on the average,. since Senators
of a life of pleasure. It is\also . laws alone that would result. serve six years. Thus the cost per
One 'billion dollars is, far average year would approximate
larger than the combined $500 million. Divide this by an
amounts spent in each election estimated 200 million persons,
by the two major parties and and the cost per year per person
should also allow more than would be $2.50. That's pretty
enough for individual campaign cheap to buy off the government
expenses. To illustrate, add 435 in your favor.
One Block Inside Capital Beltway
9423 Georgia Avenue - Silver Spring Mary{ and
MARYLAND BAR EXAM
Long and Short Spring Course for the July 1970 Bar
Registrations are now being taken
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT:
Thomas L. Beight
570-D North Frederick Avenue Gaithersburg, Maryland 20760
Phone 948-6555' or 949·7350
Solution to Acrostic
IRVING LEHMAN: NEWMAN say that an act, lawful under
v(ersu)s DDRE: (275 NY 37C9 common-law· rules and not
NE 2d 966) A duty imperfectly 'prohibited by any express or
defined by law may at times be implied statutory provision, is in
evaded or a right imperfectly itself a fraud on. the law or an
protected by law may be evasion of the law involves a
violated with impunity, bUt to contradiction in terms
Transit Commission Insures Public Hearing:
.>:
Bus Companies' Dismissal Motion Rejected
by Paul J. Gossens which would follow. ' asked for a recess and abeyance pending the results of
ON THE FRIDAY after Mr. George Avery, chairman reconvened its members in the an investigation by the WMATC
Thanksgiving the Washington of the WMATC presided at the hallway., staff into the present
Metropolitan Area Transit pre-hearing conference which Fearful that a compromise maintenance practices of the bus
Commission issued an order was closed to the press. Twelve would result in inaction GASP companies. GASP was to file a
denying the bus companies' bus companies were represented was hesitant to accept it but memorandum with the WMATC
motion to dismiss the Complaint by attornevs.and Ron Plesser preferred to .proceed with the describing what it thought
filed by the student corporation, was spokesman for GASP. public hearing. 'The major should I be covered by the
GASP, Inc. As soon as the pre-hearing consideration in accepting the investigation. GASP also.nsked
For the first time in its . conference began the bus compromise was the fact that what outside experts be
history the WMATC admitted company attorneys requested GASP had no discovery employed to help the WMATC
that it has jurisdiction over more that the Complaint be dropped. procedure under the rules of the , staff prepare the report. The
than the scheduling at routes Mr. Avery simply told them to WMATC. For GASP to appeal to chairman agreed that the study
and fixing of rates. The order "forget it." Presser presented the the District Court for discovery' would be completed in four
'denying the motion to dismiss issues as conceived by GASP but would prolong the investigation months.
~ also ordered a pre-hearing the bus companies wanted to beyond a reasonable time and
conference scheduled for Jan. 8, broaden them to include consequently GASP agreed to
1970. The purpose of the jurisdiction. After two hours of the compromise.
pre-hearing was to delineate the wrangling - one bus company The compromise was to have.
issues for the public hearing proposed a compromise. GASP GASP hold its Complaint in
conclusion of the investigation
the report will become part of
the public record and those
companies found in violation
will become parites defendants
to the Complaint. The WMATC
also hopes to utilize the results
of the study to issue new orders,
regulating exhaust emissions.
, In anticipation of the
proceeding extending beyond
the period in which the original
GASP members will be in school
GASP has recruited five new
members who will see the
Complaint through. The new
members are Bob Sussman; Dave
Kayton, Jack Hansen, Paul
Breitstein and Jim Rae.
TheInvestlqation is to cover-
not only what is being done to
reduce exhaust emissions, but
what can be done. At the
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Congress, Experts Often Too 'Optimistic'
technology. (3) We are conducting research to learn
more about, the potential hazards and research and
development to provide a technological fix to eliminate'
or reduce the hazards. (4) In any event, there is no..
. need to worry about possible adverse consequences of
the technology until its feasibility has been established.
(5) Obviously, the government will permit use of the
technology only subject to .appropriate controls to
assure that the public will not be injured, and if such
controls are not adequate to protect the public,
government will not permit use of the technology. The
underlying premise is that a technology can be turned
off if the risks prove to be too substantial. Anyone
with any degree of sophistication in the political
• process wi II recognife that this just won't happen.
Congress not Properly Informed
This obsessive drive to enjoy all of the benefits
.which technology, has too offer is subverting
demociatfc"processes and the legasystem.· Let me spell
out why this is so. When Congress is confronted with
the necessity to balance risks against benefits in
considering a particular technology, it tends to rely on
the jucjgments of scierrtific and technical experts. The
c information received from these experts is generally
couched in the esoteric language of the experts, rather
than in the language of ordinary political discourse.
Moreover, the information comes to Congress in a
distilled, pre-digested form which reflects the experts'
own balancing of risks and benefits.
In addition, it is axiomatic, I believe; that the
benefits are always fully articulated and over-stated,
while the risks, particularly those involved in new
technologies, are 'Only rarely given equal time and
dignity.
Thus Congress formulates policy largely on the basis
of what the experts say, which is usually one-sidedly
"optimistic.what should in reality be treated as a '
socio-political question (because the issue is what risks
the public is willing to assume in exchange for benefits
the public wants) to be decided in the rough and
.tumble of the political process is treated as a scientific,
question to be decided by experts: As a consequence,
the, public is compelled to assume the risks, cheerfully
just as it pays-taxes, for the sake of accomplishing
. -national objectives. Once Congress makes its decision it
becomes extremely difficult for members of the public
to resort to litigation to protect their interests because
of the reluctance" of courts tointerfere with policy
decisions made and standards set by Congress.
Role of lawyers
Several years ago Admiral Hyman Rickover, a noted
technologist, gave the Law Day address before the
Philadelphia Bar Association .. He pointed to the
Nelson-from p, 1
'Our Children: A 'Bleak
heaviest polluters by phasing out the internal
combustion automobile engine by January 1,
1978; eliminating persistent, toxic pesticides by
1972; adopting anti-pollution standards for
detergents; reducing jet aircraft pollution; and
eliminating non-returnable bottles, jars and cans
by the development of reusable or degradable
containers.
*Establish and protect the right ,of every
citizen to plan his family and make funds
available for reserch into population problems
and provide family planning services.
*Creation of a citizen environmental advocate
agency to involve citizens in environmental
dec ision-making and creation of an
environmental overview committee in Congress.
"Establishinq an environmental education
program that will made the environment and
man's relationship to it the major subject at
every level of public education.
*Setting up a national policy on land use to
stop chaotic and unplanned urban sprawl.
-Establ ishing a national minerals and
resources policy.
*Setting a national air and water quality
policy by closing the environmental money gap
by giving full funding to present pollution
control programs.
*launching a broad-scale effort to halt sea
pollution by forbidding municipalities and
industries -to dump waste into the ocean and
declaring a moratorium on new leases or permits
for all production and other activities on the
undersea outer continental shelf until criteria are
established for its protection.
Future'
It is frightening to consider that today's
children are growing up in a world that is rapidly
losing the natural, resources that make life
worthwile. Youth is aware that their children will
be facing a bleak future if we continue the way
we have.
Because of that concern, I organized' a
national Teach-In on the Crisis of the
Environment to take place on April 22 on college
campuses all across the country.
The teach-in will a day when normal activities
areset aside to devote the time for
environmentalists, conservationists, students,
political and community leaaers; concerned
citizens and representatives from business, labor
and industry to get together in symposiums,
panel discussions, or in any way they want to
focus on the problems of the environment.
-The teach-in offers the opportunity for a
nation-wide educational Campaign that involves a
wide cross section of the community, establishes
better understanding of the problems and seeks
support to clean up the environment.A national
office has opened in Washington, D.C., to
organize, plan and promote.the idea ..
, By the tlme April 22 arrives, some 1000
campuses will be holding teach-ins. They will be
joined by high school students, conservation
groups and community organizations of all types.
It will be a massive questioning of why the
American rush for progress is permitted to
destroy the nation. We now have the capacity
and expertise to prevent and reverse the trend of
environmental degredation and must make the
effort now-in this decade.
enormous "potentialities for injury to human beings
and to society" created by the pressures of the
technologists to alter our lives - "almost as - if
technology were an irrepressible force of nature to
which we must' meekly submit." He called upon the
legal profession, as a special civic responsibility, to
protect society against the incursions of rampant
technology.
What can the legal profession do? For the reasons
discussed, above,' I do not think that lawyers can make
an adequately effective defense of the environment
through ordinary litigation. They can, however, take
the lead in, attempting to restructure government
.Jnstltutions so as to assure a timely and more
meaningful assessment of risks and benefits of
technology at everly relevant stage of public policy
formulation. Tobe blunt about it,what is needed is to
inject into thisassessment process a healthy does of.the
adversary process which lawyers know so weiland use--
so effectively. .
It is vitally important for defense of the
environment that lawyers shift their focus from the
courts to the legislative and quasi·legislative arenas
wher,e .the basic environmental issues are decidedand
develop means whereby they; as lawyers, can presnet
the environmental case against technology in' these
arenas.
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Announces courses for the June D. C., Virginia and
Maryland Bar Examinations.
D. C.Courses: Comprehensive Day and Night Courses start
, March 19. Standard Short Course starts Thursday June 4.
Accelerated Short Course starts Saturday June 13.
Virginia Courses: .comprehensive Course starts Monday
March 9. Accelarated Course starts Monday April 6.
Maryland Courses: Standard Day and Night Courses start
Thursday March 19.
For further information, see GW Representative Brian
Harris or call 659-1722.
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DIRECTIONS
To solve the euzzte, you must 'guess the words from the given
definitions. Alongside each definition, there Is a row of dashes,
one for each letter In the word or words. Each letter, corresponds
to a letter In the puzzle diagram. By transferring -Ietters from
words to puzzle and vice versa, the puzzle Is filled In. When all
squares are filled, the puzzle Is completed and forms an excerpt
from a published work. The puzzle Is read left to right, not up
and down. Black squares Indicate the ends of words.
When all the words have been filled In, their Initials spell out
the name of the author and the title of the quoted work. .
several letters have been used more than once and are noted
thusly: A/J. Several letters have been written Into the diagram to'




A 6 256 208 220 117 268 187 88 104
B 14240 111 77 170 1 10 207 65 261 129 97 201 34 70 27112 38 116
C 250 47 20 74 215 39 127 22 257 67 147 150 233 60 270 171
o 206 56 136 172 23 102 243 120 164
E 138' 100 21 71 143 153 43 4 267 196 45 93,202 139 210
G 180 30 124 5 209 50
F 25 224 92 228 75 218 126 239
H 91 169 61 7 66 113-
1.<;- ' _
I 114 151 15 ~182132 35,219 260 106 168 62 255 128 48 110 251
f
i J 135 245 174 154 41 99214 84 198 161 101 185 78 14 55 137 266,
K 4921672 180152235'8112
1'09V , L 246 87 108 159 11 192
---!-~-.j
1220 !123T i124G : M 166134 63 81 194 25 179 3 163 242 177 254
iI40Q i N 241 31 68 263 269
I
!ISSS 0141 51 90 221 27 144 64-162 18 122 204 24 230 59 32 69 37 124 8 73131 217
me P 36 248 125 211 212 189
'187" Q 140 236 33 197 133 94 99',259 107 200 191 82 158 227 58 119 262 240
S 85 155 195 46 226 237 '
R 118 16 80 193 96 175 178 115 229 157 253
, T 273 12395 181 252 19 167
17 264 173 13 176 199 29 ,86 148115 54 234 265 205
V 109 146 79115 2644 203 24989 225
W258 9 105 188 121 160186 83223 145
A. No profs grade finals this way
B. It's he who sues (4 wds.)
C. What a trustee loves to prove (2 wds.)
D. Freedom from Intervening cause
E. Oft made In time of war (2 wds.)
F. A person who flits around In social activity
G. Three years around here doesn't make you one
H. A law student with a 4-F or 111-0
, I. A BFP of Article 3 (4wds.)
J. One of Prosser's blggles
K. Division Into two or more parts
L. Tell It like It Is
M. Just wnen you needed him, his commission expired
N. A small Island rising up from a river
O. Earl's formula for Topeka et, at, (4 wds.)
P. A county In northwest Colorado
X 222 272 57232 103 156 76
Q. Failure to do that which 'you needn't do now (2 wds.)
R. A satyr's dream
S. What some profs teach, or a law student's last resort
T. The Incapacity of word R
U. A 14th Amendment no-no
V. Wives out, monks In (2 wds.)
W. Capable of contradiction'
X. Being at one with another
Lowyer's.Guildto HoklTalks
--- The-NationalLawyersGliTId effects, political lawyers.
will hold its 31st annual The Convention will be held On Thursday, Feb. 19, there-
convention here in Washington" at the Hotel Sonesta (formerly '.will bea benefit for the Guild at
February 20-23. America) on Thomas Circle at the Biograph Theater. The
The Guild, formed in 1937,is Massachesetts Avenue.'. The program will include the. film
a bar organization of men and program will include panels on "Black Girl" and .a talk by"
women dedicated to the support Repressive Legislation, Women's
and defense of individuals and Liberation, and military law. Charles Garry, General Counsel
. for the Black Panther Party.organizations working for social David Hilliard, Panther Chief of
and political change.' Staff, will speak at a luncheon
At many law schools, Ore Saturday.
including G.W., there are student Of special interest to _ law
G u i Id chapters. Student, students will be the panel on
rnembersvand lawyers work The Revolution in Legal
closely together on the defense Education. The panel, including"
of local organizers, on draft and Professors Arthur Kinoy and
military panels, and in the black Michael Tigar, will discuss the
and brown tiberatlcn struggles. functioning of law school and
Additionally, students may the substance of legal education.
work on tactics to analyze and Another panel of particular
to alter corporate-government interest will be on the




receive definite sentences. In grant maternity leave without
three states, passion shooting is loss of seniority or privileges.
permitted by men, but not by . Protective laws should be
women. repealed, etc.
o the r in sta nces of Legal equality is not enough,
discrimination are -obvious (e.g. however; women' must develop
the draft laws) in civil rights, some self-respect (female is
property rights, protection of beautiful). This will require
the Ia w , em p loy men t , massive social changes, especially
administrative regulations, social in the institution of marriage.
regulations, social value, Certain The traditional -belief in male
obvious steps must be taken, 'superiority must fall.
such as a Constitutional _ But this is not so terrible as it
Amendment prohibiting sounds. Wouldn't it be more
discrimination because of sex interesting and satisfying to live
(this would at least put women with an intelligent, normal
on equal footing with Blacks). -person rather than a neurotic;
AbCJrJion laws should be childlike bitch? And wouldn't it
repealed. Income' tax laws be fun to discover the real
should reflect' equal rights. biological differences between
Child-care centers should be male and female?
established. Employers should
Students are invited to attend
- ail convention activities. To buy
tickets for the movie or for
information call 547-1606; Pam
Evans 265-1531; Kelly Withy
222-5130; David .Taxln
894-5841; Kathy Mazzaferri
333-7270; .or Margery Sorock
(night student) 667-4;355.
Reservations' can be made for
the convention by writing to
National Lawyers Guild, 5
Beekman, N.Y., 'N.Y., and
sending a $2.00 student fee.
A table will be set up in the
law school foyer prior to the
convention to' provide
information, to sell movie
tickets, and to ask law students
at G.W. to house some of the








CONTACT MR. ADAMS, 33J-8388
\
. '.-. ....RI H. David MeyersSchool Rep.525·8747,
412 5th St., N.W.-• 638·1955
